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I was recently considering which animal species are capable of self-recognition as this probably reflects an image of oneself in the analog world of the mind. It turns out the list of animals with this ability is fairly short and includes humans, apes, orcas, some Asian elephants, dolphins, the
Eurasian Magpie and ants. Surprisingly dogs do not make the list, but perhaps they can distinguish themselves and others by the senses of smell and hearing. But these senses do not provide a “self” to occupy the analog mind., at least in a visual sense. All of the above species pass the “mirror test”
in which individual self-recognition is accomplished. And why is this important? In order to form a memory of oneself within the mind, it is necessary to first recognize oneself as distinct as opposed to some other individual of the same species. Some species like the common house mouse likely
have a rudimentary analog mind, especially with the use of hippocampus place cells so that paths to rewards may be remembered along with qualia like color, smell, shape. But the mouse brain is likely skewed on the sensory scale towards olfaction and perhaps mice can distinguish each other
with this sense. But in my view this is inadequate for elaboration of the analog mind which is mostly a visual phenomenon. Therefore, your average mouse does not rehearse itself moving in its own mind or do any planning.

Humans can recognize themselves in a mirror and distinguish themselves from other humans. This ability is linked to the social nature of the species in that the most important factor in living socially is the ability to form memories of faces and forms of the individuals with whom you co-exist and
upon which your struggle for survival is dependent. An unusually large portion of the human memory is given to facial recognition which allows us to populate the analog mind with the faces of acquaintances and our own. The only reason we became self-aware is because our social nature
required that we be aware of others and be able to link memories to various faces. A mouse perhaps does not know one mouse from another visually, but may use the olfactory sense to remember different individuals although they cannot populate an analog mind. The evolving social hominid, and
the other social species listed and perhaps more, had to know and remember the characteristics and relationships within their respective social hierarchies. The faces of the other members of their groups were the most important memories that could be formed including the apparent submission
and domination relationships. The “self” that now populates the human mind as a self-perception likely began as a necessary adaptation among the individuals of social species. Many species have some degree of analog mind, but what they lack is an area of the brain that can distinguish
themselves from others of their species and therefore, for all cerebral purposes, they don’t exist. The evolution of the analog mind and behavioral control mediated by the medial prefrontal cortex likely evolved together as the “self” began to act in a less impulsively, lest they insult an alpha-ape
that would let them know of their trespass. “Self” was preoccupied for millions of years with the social environment, knowing the members of the group and their characteristics, the hierarchical order, so that cooperation and competition could be managed with the co-evolving medial prefrontal
cortex which places limits on our social behaviors, depending upon the environment of cultural mores and values in which we find ourselves.

After making faces in the mirror for several minutes, President Obama finally determined it was indeed himself in the mirror and thereby passed the mirror test.

President Trump had to be pulled away from the mirror by three secret service personnel and then took this selfie. He too passed the mirror test.

President George W. Bush aka “Mona Lisa” didn’t show-up for his mirror test but was found later at the Louvre. Authorities decided the mirror test would not be necessary.
There is no reason to possess a “self” in an analog mind when the social context is missing. Other organisms can do quite well without themselves in their minds, behaving in a more algorithmically controlled way, with some degree of analog mind but without a picture of themselves within their
own minds to plan and rehearse future actions.
The human mind and its social preoccupation doesn’t seem to have changed much. People still spend most of their time socializing and competing with other humans, trying to pick behaviors that will elevate themselves within pertinent hierarchies. There is much grooming, talking, gossiping and
fighting just like chimps under the banana tree. Washington, D.C. Must be the chimp capitol of the world and this has led us to our likely future, banana republic, led by venal chiefs and ton ton macoutes. Your brain will allow you to recognize them and your prefrontal cortex will plan the proper
etiquette before you make a hasty retreat. Current leaders are not using their lofty thought processes to address the problems of the cancerous growth of civilization. Instead, they are acting like apes, fighting for the highest position in the hierarchy so they can receive the most sex and food
(wealth) while deceptively pledging fealty to the Gods that keep the underlings in line.
As is apparent in the current culture, most people are preoccupied with the lives of the rich and famous and their Facebook and Twitter tribes and don’t seem to have much time or ability to think about anything else. This preoccupation with other apes goes back a long way as it was the most
important knowledge one could have, other than recognizing the right berries to pick and where to kill and antelope or two. Most of reality was the reality shared by tribal members under the banana tree with a few good shared myths or stories to otherwise occupy the mind. As most of the
remainder of reality is being ignored or candy-coated in favor of ape politics, it is likely that civilization will fail and we will return to a condition in which there is little else than social status to occupy ones’ mind.
It is apparent that human bonobos have risen to the top and will march towards the cliff, backs turned, as they hurl insults at each other and fight for ape supremacy, providing ample entertainment for the lesser apes whose attention is split between quarreling alphas and the awe and spectacle of
technological shamans. The best solution is perhaps to load them into Elon Musk’s spaceship X (do they always have to use a Z or X in these names. I guess it came out of marketing.) and blast them into intergalactic space, but let’s be reasonable, they’re just doing what apes do. Too bad.
The ability to recognize others goes along with the ability to recognize oneself. The planning ability of the prefrontal cortex likely emerged to calculate and evaluate the potential effects of various actions within the social hierarchy. You, as an individual, are in your brain because you had to
recognize personally all of the faces and personalities of your tribe. Without that necessity, it’s really not necessary that you exist. Most organisms exist very well without knowing they exist. And now that “you” or your image shares space in an analog mind with the specter of death, there can be
constant fear allayed only by elaborate religious rituals and beliefs. Long gone are the days of being a mindless automaton without a “self” in the mind to fear death which has made a deep impression in the analog mind. Elephants have also been known to perform death rituals.
Humans like to think they’re very special, and they are in a pathological sense, but when humans with their analog minds and self-perception have passed, there will still be the ants which, although social, will likely never function as RNA. Hard to guess what the cetaceans like orcas or dolphins
are thinking, but they’ll probably pass if the ocean environment changes too rapidly. The rules of evolution are written in thermodynamics and cancer has always been a possibility for the ecosystem just as it is for many organisms. But little modular cells will stick together again with the
potential for millions of different combinations, but will a brain large enough to create an analog mind, and a social living arrangement that requires perceiving individual differences and by consequence self-perception ever happen again? I doubt it, not like the humans. Perhaps it will be the time
of the ants whose social arrangement seems to have given them some self-recognition, although I don’t expect much of an analog mind in their diminutive neural ganglia.

Ants, somewhat self-aware? Be careful where you step.
Many things that humans are motivated to do stems from their self-perception and imagined perception by others within the social group. Having moved from living beneath the banana tree to functioning in technological cells, the impulse to gain power or relative position within the hierarchy
promotes growth and wealth accumulation beyond what is necessary for bodily survival. Humans are continually at war with each other in a never-ending quest for dominance. With the apes at the helm the cancer will grow until it collapses and/or the supporting environment no longer favors
hominid existence. If they should survive, sometime in the future the self may be lost along with any desire to achieve dominance in a hierarchical structure. But instead of living freely like most organisms they may simply function as human RNA with each functioning human unable to recognize
any difference between self and co-workers. Instead of people with names we will be RNA with job descriptions. The future is here. It is called political correctness.

Human RNA work on maintaining a major artery of the technological system.
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57 thoughts on “I See Myself in the Mirror, Therefore I Am”
1.

dave said:
March 7, 2017 at 8:14 am
i think i’m a little confused by “analog mind”.
Reply
james said:
March 7, 2017 at 8:59 am
This is just the totality of your memory, what you’ve picked-up from the observation, learning and interacting with the environment. It’s never really a mirror reflection of reality but can recreate a reasonable facsimile. I can say “rainbow cat” and your mind can pull-up rainbow and
cat and create something that’s never existed. I think that in human history it has always been important to maintain an accurate memory of all acquaintances, their characteristics, weaknesses and strengths, so as to function effectively within the hierarchy. Once your brain has evolved
to preferentially record information about other humans, it can also record information about yourself in the same way. Then you can worry about whether your own characteristics are going to be competitive social, competitive environment.
Reply
dave said:
March 7, 2017 at 12:54 pm
i don’t mean to promote ted talks in any way. but this guy, metzinger, has written some interesting, imo, stuff about self/consciousness over the years. i think that he might have refined and articulated some of your observations to your benefit. i think…
you may already be aware of him. don’t know…
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZFjY1fAcESs
Reply
james said:
March 7, 2017 at 4:11 pm
Thanks Dave, I hadn’t seen the rubber hand experiment before. There is a map of the body in the somato-sensory and motor cortices which I also think is invisible to us. I can imagine raising my arm and do it or not do it. What if “I” didn’t exist and my invisible motor self
simply took orders from environmental cues? Some people cannot disconnect the self moving around in the analog world from the motor cortex which while sleeping which makes them sleepwalk or flail about or talk in their sleep. It’s all very interesting. There must have
been an invisible self operating before the visual self was realized in humans and it seems to still be invisible. Which one is in control? Some say there is no free will which means the invisible one is manipulating the visual one to get it to do the “right” thing or perhaps the
rewarding things.
Reply
dave said:
March 7, 2017 at 7:41 pm
might like…
http://polatulet.narod.ru/dvc/tmet/the_ego_tunnel.html
Reply
james said:
March 7, 2017 at 8:36 pm
I’ve only read the introduction but Dr. Metzinger arrived at similar conclusions regarding the self/ego tunnel and its interaction with the analog world, only he’s taken it much further than my brief ramblings. I’ll read the remainder and probably have some
more comments.
“Throughout the book, I use one central metaphor for conscious experience: the “Ego Tunnel.” Conscious experience is like a tunnel. Modern neuroscience has demonstrated that the content of our conscious experience is not only an internal
construct but also an extremely selective way of representing information. This is why it is a tunnel: What we see and hear, or what we feel and smell and taste, is only a small fraction of what actually exists out there. Our conscious model of
reality is a lowdimensional projection of the inconceivably richer physical reality surrounding and sustaining us. Our sensory organs are limited: They evolved for reasons of survival, not for depicting the enormous wealth and richness of reality in
all its unfathomable depth. Therefore, the ongoing process of conscious experience is not so much an image of reality as a tunnel through reality.” – Thomas Metzinger.
The ego tunnel in the world model or analog mind has been custom crafted by evolution to favor certain information, like human faces and Facebook. Our politicians have rather narrow ego tunnels focused upon social interaction, not the richness and potential
peril in the environment that is beyond their perception. So some of us that do recognize more of the richness get to watch the narrow-minded apes steer us into the rocks.
Reply

2.

Tom said:
March 7, 2017 at 10:27 am
I don’t see how “in the future the self may be lost along with any desire to achieve dominance in a hierarchical structure”. Evolution doesn’t work like that. Humans are what they are and will continue to function as they do now until they go extinct. Otherwise your analysis is spot on as
usual.
Reply
james said:
March 7, 2017 at 11:32 am
Yea, it was mostly a thought experiment. I can imagine a industrial civilization where humans are basically clones of each other that perform their unique operations within the metabolism without rancor or competition. The only way it could emerge naturally is if industrial
civilization lasted tens of thousands of years or longer and the new human RNA characteristics gave a survival advantage. It’s pretty obvious that technological evolution between the existing quasi-species nation states is going to be of very limited duration. It’s only taken a couple of
hundred years for this technological cancer to devastate the living planet.
Reply

3.

Samuel said:
March 7, 2017 at 2:52 pm
I remember decades ago when National Enquirer ran experiments with chimps sitting in front of a TV watching clips of political candidates. They became vicious, attacking the TV while loudly hooting and grimacing wildly, when Bush Jr. appeared. Dan Quayle also incited their revulsion
with a heavy dose of alarm. Bill Clinton, on the other hand, was more to their liking, with one chimp gently stroking and patting the screen, as I recall.
What does this tell us? Personal charm and appealing mannerisms (playing the game), even when predominantly faked, will take one far, but I’d like to think that if the wise chimps met Clinton in person, they would have had a different reaction.
And as my father said at the time, in their world those chimps would’ve torn the balls off Shrub and chased him from the monkey troop, sensing something terribly awry. What do we humans do? Make him leader of the free world!
Reply
james said:
March 7, 2017 at 4:40 pm
I would love to know what they’re seeing. Both Bush and Clinton used those folksy, gee, gosh, by-golly mannerisms to lower people’s defenses. Trump on the other hand doesn’t hide his alpha-male characteristics. Maybe the chimps, seeing Trump on the television, would cover their
eyes, ears and mouths before finding a place to hide. A good politician will be attractive (that accounts for the $500 haircuts) and will make all ethnic groups believe he or she is a member of their tribe.
http://neuro.hms.harvard.edu/harvard-mahoney-neuroscience-institute/brain-newsletter/and-brain-series/decision-making-and-brain
Reply

4.

Lidia17 said:
March 7, 2017 at 9:17 pm
“your average mouse does not rehearse itself moving in its own mind or do any planning.”. I’m not sure I agree with this. I have some mice in my house, and I hear them talking to each other. They store food in caches, which is a kind of planning.
When my dog used to dream, he clearly envisioned himself ‘moving in his own mind’. I bet lab rats dream about their little mazes and their cage mates.. Whyever not?
Most creatures are not as dumb as we make them out to be, and have organs of perception we are only dimly aware of, if at all. There is fascinating new work being done on the intelligence of plants.
https://islandpress.org/books/brilliant-green
“…we continue to underestimate plants. In fact, they process information, sleep, remember, and signal to one another.”
I think the mirror thing might just be a parlor trick that humans used to make themselves feel extra-special. My dog would completely ignore the television, as he just didn’t consider its images to be real, so why would a flipped image be ‘real’ to some creatures? Not sure if this is the best or
only valid test for self-perception.
Reply
james said:
March 8, 2017 at 6:43 am
I can’t understand failure to perform on the mirror test with dogs. They’re intelligent, social and apparently have well-developed analog minds. Maybe they’re just fooling the humans. Humans are by far some of the dumbest organisms on earth. So dumb that they will likely wipe
themselves out. For dissipative structures, smart is what keeps you around processing gradients and reproducing without destroying yourself or environment. Some days I don’t think that processing gradients is very smart either – it just happens.
Reply
Tom said:
March 8, 2017 at 10:08 am
Don’t be too hard on us James. We are just doing what comes naturally to dissipative organisms. Any other animal would do the same thing. We just happen to have ended up as the most successful heterotroph the planet has ever seen. Moreover it was bound to happen on any
planet where complex organisms are evolving and a huge build up of stored energy exists that some animal would evolve to dissipate it. We are just here to re-dress the planets energy balances, that’s all.
Reply
james said:
March 8, 2017 at 1:49 pm
I would only change “the most successful heterotroph the planet has ever seen” to “the only malignant heterotroph the planet has ever seen”. Never look back, never look forward and have no regrets. Just convert the gradients into a good time as fast as you can, even if it
kills you.
Reply

5.

James said:
March 8, 2017 at 8:37 am
The human preoccupation with social interaction and eliminating gradients while accumulating “wealth” will continue until all gradients are diminished. The human mind, instead of being a broad searchlight of discovery is more like a laser beam focused upon social relationships, hierarchy
and wealth accumulation through gradient destruction.
Humans will go over the cliff fighting over the remaining fuels and all the little laser beams don’t give a damn what you’ve uncovered with your searchlight.
I think I’ll jump back in the cancer’s metabolism so I can stuff a little more glycogen, antibiotics, ammo and gold behind the cell walls. My fascination is turning to disgust more and more and there is little point in trying to make the simple laser beams see the big picture. If I don’t respond
to your comments in a timely manner it just means I’m somewhere functioning as a human RNA.
Reply

6.

mad_bobul said:
March 8, 2017 at 10:52 am
Sorry,
Totally out of topic, but…
I am in “doom-sphere” for over 4 years. Once I understood where we are, I never had any illusion that we can come out alive of this. I was McPherson-ized, except I didn’t buy his mambo-jambo about love, living in excellence, etc…
Yesterday I watched “Threads”. It is BBC made movie in 1984. I didn’t think some fiction may devastate me. But it did. If you didn’t watch it, give it a try. Forget about first 30-40 minutes which may be naive from our perspective. Second half of the movie about collapse of the society is
too fucking real…
https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/threads
Reply
james said:
March 8, 2017 at 2:01 pm
Maybe McPherson doesn’t want the technological immune system to think he is advocating anarchy as the system requires order to process the fuel. A life of excellence? Yea, whatever. How about a life of few “achievements” and low CO2 emissions? Nah, that’s not what we’re all
about. We’re the bulls in the china shop.
That is a good movie. I watched it a couple of years ago. When all of the predators meet at the last fossil fuel watering holes, the missiles will fly, especially when the metabolic hunger sets-in and the human RNA are whining for more. Wow, I guess we’re about there now.
Reply

7.

dave said:
March 8, 2017 at 5:41 pm
“…continue until all gradients are diminished.”
elimination of all energy gradients is the universal teleology, or at least it seems that way. humans have no choice but to go along with the rest of the universe, i’d say.
i’d also say, and i’ve said it for a long time, and often, humans seem awfully fucked up in their means, methods and rationalizations for adhering to some real basic thermodynamic dictates. but then i say to myself: “wtf do i know?”. something like that.
Reply
james said:
March 8, 2017 at 8:28 pm
Humans cut their dissipative teeth on energy stored in other plants and animals, but with their unaided phenotypes were only able to consume enough energy to successfully produce two progeny. This is because they co-evolved with their prey, the predator never gaining a decided
advantage. Even those parents that cared a great deal about their children’s survival were greatly disappointed, especially as the pathogenic microbes took their toll. The movement towards tool-use ever so slowly opened-up new gradients and slowly those hominids having the right
adaptations began to survive in slightly greater numbers. Eventually they would consume everything in sight and their populations would swell to nearly eight-billion before it became apparent that the feedstocks for their omnivorous machine were dwindling rapidly and that every
thirty years into the future they needed to feed it as much as all past human consumption combined. Between 2017 and 2047, civilization would consume as much as all of humanity consumed from 3,000 B.C. to 2016 A.D. This amount of consumption must occur even as gradients are
greatly depleted or eliminated completely and climate turns the screws on agriculture. But the humans believed in miracles right up until the end of their cancerous growth phase.
And why do they believe in miracles? Because evolution has not given them the ability to stop themselves from doing what they do, pursue the maximum power principle into oblivion. Just yesterday a baby Rhino was shot in a Paris zoo for its horn, even though they are highly
endangered. And what will the Trump administration do to enhance the growth environment? Throw-out environmental protection and give the cancer free-reign to consume all in its path. “Forgive them for they know not what they do?” No, I don’t forgive them. Not that it matters.
Reply

8.

Apneaman said:
March 9, 2017 at 2:48 am
McPherson-ized?
McPherson-ized
Is like Super Sized
But instead of potatoes
It’s your ass that’s deep fried
Reply
james said:
March 9, 2017 at 6:36 am
But when they were only half-baked, they escaped underground.
mole people
Reply

9.

Apneaman said:
March 9, 2017 at 2:49 am
IS THIS THE START OF RUNAWAY GLOBAL WARMING?
William P Hall (PhD)
President, Kororoit Institute
Evolutionary Biology of Species and Organisms
Draft – 08-03-2017
http://www.orgs-evolution-knowledge.net/Index/Essays/ClimateEmergency/Start%20of%20Runaway%20Warming.html
Reply
james said:
March 9, 2017 at 6:19 am
Not if you defund NOAA. We can extend our ravenous growth, satisfy the MPP and pretend everything’s going to be fine.
http://www.newyorker.com/news/daily-comment/gop-war-on-science-gets-worse
Reply

10.

dave said:
March 9, 2017 at 5:44 am
What then is the object of human life? What makes it pleasant? Comfort and elegance, music and beauty…
http://www.sacred-texts.com/tao/ycgp/ycgp03.htm
Reply
james said:
March 9, 2017 at 8:36 am
I think the object is to eat other plants and animals and let the heat escape our bodies, within limits. We can worry about being the cancer that brings the ecosystem down, but you can be sure that the little renegade cells that do the same to our bodies are in no way concerned with their
actions. Free energy flows in, hopefully some enjoyment happens, and waste heat flows out. Sure would be great if the black holes of military, medical and education weren’t taking all of that extra cash we could be converting into brain candy.
Reply

11.

Apneaman said:
March 11, 2017 at 12:23 am
One stop shopping
Faster Than Expected
The world, she is a-changing, faster than expected.
What’s happening faster?
http://www.fasterthanexpected.com/
Reply
james said:
March 11, 2017 at 7:35 am
The human brain is a reward seeking organ and that’s what it does. Even the people at Shell in 1991 weren’t going to impede progress in their individual pensions, bonuses and portfolio development. I remember the example that Nate Hagens used at the Oil Drum, the monkey trap.
The monkey reaches into the jar or gourd through a hole just small enough for its hand and then when a fist is formed with the treat inside, it can’t remove its hand. even though a hunter is coming to capture it. Even heroin, meth and other addicts won’t quit even though drug use is
killing their bodies.
We are a fast cancer, system killer extraordinaire, hairless monkeys unleashed. The human RNA of the cancer can protect themselves to some extent from the physiological changes in the progression to death, but when the technological barriers are breached and the cell walls come
down and the AC doesn’t work any longer, then reality will begin to set in. I suppose the RNA in organic cells in a dead body just continue going about their business making and using molecular tools until the heart stops and the glucose stops showing-up and the wastes fill the
cellular spaces. Then many of the billions of bacteria and fungi present in and on the body digest the remains. The dead technological cells won’t be recycled so readily as any surviving humans will spend most of their time foraging for food. Breaking down old technological cells
uses a lot of energy without returning any calories, so it won’t be done.
Reply
dave said:
March 11, 2017 at 12:10 pm
“Even heroin, meth and other addicts won’t quit even though drug use is killing their bodies.”
maybe they’re on to something…
Reply
james said:
March 11, 2017 at 12:41 pm
Opioid bliss followed by nothing. A “wasted” life. But then again, if you have a productive life under the present circumstances you end-up with a wasted ecosystem. Follow the brain chemicals, they’ll show you the way. Not a choice for most people, they’re unaware of
what is pulling their strings.
Reply

12.

Apneaman said:
March 11, 2017 at 2:58 pm
If you were making a case for bad/destructive behaviour the addicts of substances have a much better excuse than the everyday consumer apes.
Comparative Levels of Dopamine Release
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T7KtC8iX5-g
Why ice is ‘six times better than sex’: Drug expert reveals the devastating pull of Australia’s most addictive drug – and the psychotic path of destruction it triggers
-Methamphetamines release 1250 units of dopamine while sex releases 200
-The brain can no longer register a natural level of happiness after its use
-‘Tweaking’ is the most dangerous stage of the addiction cycle, where users become violent and exhibit ‘superhuman strength’
“It trumps the 200 units released during sex and the 100 units of dopamine which are released by everyday normal life pleasures like eating.
However it also completely exceeds the pleasure felt by other drugs, releasing three times more dopamine than the 400 units released by cocaine.”
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2650526/Why-ice-six-times-better-sex-Drug-expert-reveals-devastating-pull-Australias-addictive-drug-psychotic-path-destruction-triggers.html
In my former career as a polluter and defiler of my mind and body, I only every did meth once and that was in the 80’s when it was still an infrequently seen niche drug. Too speedy for me, but each to their own. My thing was the combination of lots of alcohol and shooting cocaine, I also
did heroine for a couple of years on & off and overdosed a couple of times from being an idiot and doing it while drinking.
Sometimes I wonder if my past addictions are why consumerism and some of the other standard reward seeking, like the typical social approval, hold little appeal to me.
Ya after years of getting “Ringers” from shooting cocaine a new flat screen or the rest of it just never cut it for me.
I know the humans can’t help themselves, but their arrogance, hypocrisy makes it hard to maintain empathy for them. For example, I have had a couple of impaired driving convictions from back in the day and even then it was considered a serious criminal offence in BC. Today there are
millions of judgemental soccer moms and other “normal” citizens yaking away on their phones while driving and a number of years ago they surpassed killing and maiming more innocents than drunk drivers ever did, but the drunks are still stigmatised by corrupt NGO’s like MADD. Where
the hell is the Mothers Against Distracted Drivers? They are talking and texting on their smart phones while driving their CO2 spewing SUV’s. I ride the bus all over Vancouver, so I’m up high and see it all the time. The smoking is the other one. Us smokers are the modern day typhoid
Mary’s, but the mega eco footprint suburbanites are upstanding citizens and in Canada they have brought back the “baby bonus” (monthly cheque) for middle class families to encourage then to squirt out more consumer-workers. BC was one of the first places to become smoking Nazi’s and
I complied and am a very contentious and polite smoker. I will go out to the parking lot and smoke well away from the doors of the store or public building, yet I still get snotty looks now and then from some middle class soccer mom with 3 kids as they leave their big needless SUV and are
walking into the consumer temple to buy more shit they don’t need. That’s right lady, it’s my smoking that’s that’s the biggest threat to your stupid fucking kids future.
It’s like you said the other day James “Father forgive them for they know not what they do”
True they mostly do not know, but they neither care and are self absorbed, hypocritical assholes, so I just have no feelings of forgiveness or empathy.
Reply
james said:
March 11, 2017 at 5:39 pm
Never knew the dopamine disparity was so great. I’d better not start anything now because I can’t even shake the coffee with sucrose addiction. The thing is, people can be made to think and react however media wants them to. They’re not really thinking, they’re being programmed to
accept or condemn various behaviors, good and evil, black and white, shopping good – smoking bad. Food addiction bad at buffet, but who cares what a bunch of automatons think? How can they judge when they’re pursuing the Maximum Power Principle, mindlessly metabolizing in
an ecosystem destroying cancer.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=51rHWly7sHA
I like this former mayor of Toronto. All of the straight-laced cancer assholes think their proper behavior is keeping things under control. Ha, ha, ha. “We must maintain order so we can finish-off the planet.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w8UOfp3znB8
Reply
Apneaman said:
March 12, 2017 at 3:02 am
Looks like the ground work for one of the greatest irony’s of our time has been laid – the media and the entire PR industry are next in line to lose their jobs to AI.
Machine learning writes songs that elicits emotions from its listeners
“Users listened to music while wearing wireless headphones that contained brain wave sensors. These sensors detected EEG readings, which the robot used to make music.”
“Numao envisions a number of societal benefits to a human-machine interface that considers emotions.” “We can use it in health care to motivate people to exercise or cheer them up.”
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/03/170309120651.htm
“OMG!!, 5 years to to get my marketing degree and I still owe $150,000 for my student loan and I just lost my job to $50 worth of new software and some headphones…wadda I’m gonna do?”
Buy some headphones and new software of course. See, all better now.
Reply
james said:
March 12, 2017 at 7:45 am
Don’t tell the scientists that the their patent won’t come through before the ecosystem is cooked, they may have to self-medicate.
As far as the debt is concerned, they have to create more and more of it. Why not load the kids down with it and make the price of a new ranchburger one-million dollars. While you’re at it, flood the market with debt for the construction of new healthcare facilities and
make the poor rubes pay for it with their medical insurance. You’re not just paying for a cure, you’re paying a bondholder.
Reply
dave said:
March 11, 2017 at 7:49 pm
I belong to DAMM, drunks against mad mothers…
Reply
james said:
March 11, 2017 at 7:57 pm
Come on Dave, I always took you to be a social justice warrior (SJW). I like to sip some good bourbon at home, the madhouse out there would only ruin the experience.
Reply

13.

james said:
March 11, 2017 at 7:53 pm
“The answer lies in the transparency of phenomenal representations. Recall that a representation is transparent if the system using it cannot recognize it as a representation. A world-model active in the brain is transparent if the brain has no chance of discovering that it is a model.” – Thomas
Metzinger – The Ego Tunnel.
IMO, the real me is the society of cells, all interconnected and metabolizing together. They’re basically mute. I can’t tell if any one of them is dead or alive. The imaging in the brain is simply that, there to build a model of the world and for various stimuli to be tagged as good or bad, to be
repeated or avoided. Neither my self-image nor my personality traits are me, but rather mental traits and an inaccurate but useful superficial self-image that can rehearse behaviors for the overall society. The human being is not a democracy, the hologram in the head rehearses movements
before they’re made. Behaviors that release dopamine are actualized and an opioid release is the reward thereby reinforcing the memory of the rewarding behavior. The system is rewarded with food, water, sex, and the brain is rewarded with a pulse of opioid and a long-lasting memory.
So who am I, beside a cellular society? I am the cartographer that examines the coastlines of reality and draws mental maps. I can usually recognize if I’ve mapped a particular coastline before. I navigate treacherous waters daily using my maps and bring the body safely back to bed at the
end of the day. At night in my dreams, I have no reference point and roam amongst the maps without direction, but in the morning I am once again engaged with a reference point and my job begins. The baser instincts tell me where to go and what to find, and I obey. I can map my own
instincts, my own limbic system, but am largely powerless against them.
PS. I don’t like the maps I’ve been drawing recently. Very hazardous situation. Don’t know how to get my body and family members around the hazards. Still mapping.
Reply
dave said:
March 12, 2017 at 12:33 pm
i’m usually happy enough to look in the mirror and see something, maybe a collection, a cooperative, of cells, and call it “me”. it’s just a word.
how can there be a map for the dissolution of industrial civilization? no one’s ever been there before. portents, signs, guesswork and luck, that’s all we have to go by. best to relax, see what develops, what happens next, i’d say. maybe watch what the crows do, where they go.
but i think that that’s always been the case. we, as a race, have have always been lost. nothing’s changed…
Reply
james said:
March 12, 2017 at 1:06 pm
I’ve just never encountered any cancers that grow so malignantly and then stop of their own volition. They have no volition. But the human system, System II, is adaptive, but so far it’s only adapted in ways that result in more growth. All I can see developing are more and more
luminous landscape tumors followed by luminous mushroom clouds. I’ve thought about “me” going back to work in one of the malignant technological cells but somehow its just not worth it, considering the naturally limited amount of time we have to live and what technoutopia is doing to the planet. I like crows, the only bird I ever felt was really intelligent. They just may survive our malignancy.
Reply
dave said:
March 12, 2017 at 4:38 pm
“All I can see developing are more and more luminous landscape tumors followed by luminous mushroom clouds.”
i think that there’s a 3 part, unspoken, tacit, energetic logic here:
1. more entropy can be created by continuation of global industrialism.
2. there is a point where it is uncertain. someone may play the odds and gamble on the use of nukes. this gamble, if successful, may result in some consolidation of entropy production efforts.
3. it becomes obvious that more entropy can be created by using nukes, than by holding back.
i think that one needs to remember what the name of the game is: make as entropy as possible, as quickly as possible.
Reply
james said:
March 12, 2017 at 6:27 pm
Making more entropy is the key, but doing it through your own brand of conduit (species) is key. The question is how do you get the remainder of the fuel to run through your own conduits without blowing yourself up?
Reply
dave said:
March 12, 2017 at 6:55 pm
well, it’s kinda like: of all the bits of living matter out there, humans are the best, by far, at producing entropy. they are, by and large, the only bits of living matter using both somatic and exosomatic methods, to produce entropy. so, all that really matters is the
production of humans. and that seems to be what’s happening, for the moment anyway. i think…
Reply
james said:
March 12, 2017 at 7:57 pm
I calculated some time ago that nearly two coal hopper cars are flying into the combined world furnaces every second and McDonald’s stopped counting hamburgers sold in 1993 at 100 billion. After a while it’s not something you want to brag about.
They could change the name to “Lucifer’s” where the meat’s a grillin’ day and night. “Daddy, I wanna eat at Lucifer’s tonight, how about one of those Entropy Meals with the damnation fries.”
Reply
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Lidia17 said:
March 12, 2017 at 12:44 am
They say the map is not the territory.
Reply
james said:
March 12, 2017 at 7:35 am
Yea, but it’s usually good enough to get you where you need to go.
Reply

15.

james said:
March 12, 2017 at 8:53 am
Charles Bonnet Syndrome
When you’re still awake but don’t have a good frame of reference.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SgOTaXhbqPQ
Reply
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dave said:
March 12, 2017 at 12:55 pm
“To be bitter is to attribute intent and personality to the formless, infinite, unchanging and unchangeable void. We drift on a chartless, restless sea. Let us sing when we can, and forget the rest.” ~H.P. Lovecraft
Reply
james said:
March 12, 2017 at 4:25 pm
Shit happens, even cancer.
Reply

17.

james said:
March 12, 2017 at 6:30 pm
This short essay about EROEI is worthwhile reading.
https://damnthematrix.wordpress.com/2017/01/25/the-implications-of-collapsing-eroei/
Falling net energy from oil
You can see from the graph that net energy falls much faster than absolute number of barrels produced. The higher line of the same color is the number of barrels while the lower line is the net energy.
Reply
Ert said:
March 13, 2017 at 10:32 am
@James
The graph lacks reality. Oil production in barrels still going up – and the text the link points at doesn’t say that they only consider conventional.
Regarding the falling ERoEI – this would be in line with the timeline the ETP-Model predicts. But also the ETP-Model isn’t bullet-proof as it only looks at conventional crude and neglects energetic subvention from gas and especially coal for all parts of its production and delivery
process (e.g. the energy mix on which the workers live, etc. pp).
If we are lucky we have another 10-15 years of quasi-good-living before the real never ending sh#t starts.
Reply
james said:
March 13, 2017 at 11:18 am
I thought it looked good because it reflects the ETP model and Ugo Bardi shark fin curve. But we have to wait and see how it plays out. But no doubt about it, over time it’s going to cost more money to find, extract and refine until the oil industry keels over or the economy
underwriting their activity is bankrupted.
The guy in this article suggests the real cost of a barrel of oil is $480.00 Maybe that explains the twenty-trillion dollars of federal debt that will never be repaid.
https://www.energyandcapital.com/articles/oil-gas-crude/461
Reply
Ert said:
March 13, 2017 at 12:39 pm
@James
Thanks fore your response & some notes: What I find always irritating is when people price oil in $ – which is itself a derivative of energy availability, future expectation of these and (thus) not constant in purchasing power / value. Without (enough) energy – no pricing in
$ as we know it.
In that regard I like the ETP-Model, as I understand it in layman terms, uses the $ value (BTU/$) only indirectly, based on the world gross GDP measured in $ (as input for the pricing function – maximum affordability curve).
And as a very important reminder i like this part of the full ETP-Model report: “The price of a unit of petroleum can not
exceed the value of the economic activity that the energy it supplies to the end consumer can generate” – which I find true. So a price of 480$ in current terms would be kinda out of the game. And it that would be possible, then oil would only be produced like we do it
with batteries or hydrogen: For its special versatility but under massive energy-loss. The primarily net-inputs then must be coal and gas.
But it we would see that point, the world will look very, very differently… I don’t know if I would like it…. probably not.
Reply
james said:
March 13, 2017 at 7:59 pm
I think about all of the military expenditure used to protect and acquire fuel and the cost of caring for thirty-thousand wounded from the Iraq war. Add that and more to the oil and refinery company operations. That economy is going to die. The poor will be first to
adapt or not. I’m going to start the equivalent of war games and test my preparations to live like my great, great grandparents (with a good stock of antibiotics). The log cabin where they lived still stands and is lived-in.
Reply
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james said:
March 13, 2017 at 9:35 pm
Dave Cohen’s Flatland Essay Number 4 is out at http://www.declineoftheempire.com
I think he has come to the conclusion that the master of our fates, the subconscious mind along with all of its evolved baggage, propels us forward in alignment with the Maximum Power Principle (live and grow) and that we are powerless in our very limited consciousness to stop it.
There’s no point in trying to jump over one’s own shadow because it simply can’t be done” —this simple but beautiful metaphor captures the Flatland model perfectly. If you jump off that cliff, you’re not going to fly. So, go home and do something else. Finis.
In the flatland model, the “shadow” is Live & Grow and its associated filters and biases. You can’t jump over your own instincts. The truly unfortunate thing about human existence is this—
The instinctual “shadow” also tells humans there is nothing to jump over. It tells them they can fly.
But, really, if you can’t fly, you shouldn’t jump off that cliff. But that’s exactly what humans seem to be doing, which follows from what I just told you.
That’s a good description of a cancer too, unable to prevent itself from growing beyond the limits and crashing the system because as Dave says, everything that comes from the “conscious” mind must be “congruent” with what emanates from the subconscious mind. The subconscious mind
has been getting what it needs to survive for a very long time and the technology (System II) enabling adaptations will pave the way over the cliff as we make excuses all along the way.
Reply
dave said:
March 15, 2017 at 6:21 pm
so, i just spent the last few hours going through cohen’s latest bit. i have to say that i’m impressed. he does a pretty good and through job of unpacking the human condition.
but he stops short.
not that i have a real problem with “live and grow” as a animating concept, but it does seem unnecessarily muddy, imprecise. l. ron hubbard used the word “survive” in a similar fashion…
a few hundred years ago a. schopenhauer spoke about “the will”, in much the same way. he can be excused in that carnot was a contemporary and the subsequent insights provided by NET theory were a long way off. cohen does not have that excuse.
i don’t understand why he refuses, or seems to refuse the next step. if, as cohen says, and i agree, humans are animals that obey instincts, why not go on to the next logical step and say that animals are matter, and, like all matter, their actions, including their foibles, are dictated by
NET?
he seems confused and frustrated. not sure…
Reply
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james said:
March 13, 2017 at 9:56 pm
Here’s a musical summary.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oDs2Bkq6UU4
I don’t know why nobody told you
How to unfold your love
I don’t know how someone controlled you
They bought and sold you
I look at the world and I notice it’s turning
While my guitar gently weeps
With every mistake we must surely be learning
Still my guitar gently weeps
Well…
I don’t know how you were diverted
You were perverted too
I don’t know how you were inverted
No one alerted you
Reply
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james said:
March 14, 2017 at 1:08 pm
The latest from the ETP thread at http://www.peakoil.com
Re: The Etp Model, Q & A Pt. 9
Postby shortonoil » Tue 14 Mar 2017, 09:17:28
“The civilization is going down. We are so fucked up and there is no solution to the problem. ”
We have very recently “stumbled” across a relationship between the producer’s energy cost, and refinery yield that has historically given an almost perfect correlation to the price of oil. Within a few days we should be able to pinpoint the exact date that world oil production will cease to
function without direct subsidizes, and what the price of oil will be at that point. It will be the point where producer energy cost equals the price for which their products are sold. Price itself becomes irrelevant as producer energy cost will only follow it as it changes. It will be the point
where there will be no net positive cash flow from the sale of oil, and its products. Disintegration of the industry will commence rapidly.
http://www.thehillsgroup.org/
User avatar
shortonoil
Fusion
Fusion
Posts: 4232
Joined: Thu 02 Dec 2004, 03:00:00
Location: VA USA
Re: The Etp Model, Q & A Pt. 9
Postby onlooker » Tue 14 Mar 2017, 09:34:56
So we quickly are passing (passed) points whereby the energy and costs needed to keep our principal energy (Oil) source flowing are greater then the energy, income and benefits derived. This is an epic catastrophe brewing.
_________________________________
The suspense is too much. Such a massive cancer and it wants to grow some more. More people, more cars, more roads, more everything. Fiat money will keep the oil coming out of the ground until everyone is so deep in debt, that they won’t have two nickels to rub together. I say eliminate
the FICO completely, open the debt spigots to maximum and frack the world. We still have some natural gas, coal, biomass, hydro and uranium to extract from our pandora’s box. It’s not over until the last human kills the next-to-last human for some precious energy.
Reply
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Froggman said:
March 15, 2017 at 3:52 pm
Nonhuman intelligence is fascinating to me- in particular the little bit I’ve learned about whales. I read somewhere that orcas have parts of their brain that are actually more developed than humans- the parts dealing with emotions and socialization. The implication was that they may be able
to feel emotions in a way that isn’t accessible to humans because our brains aren’t built for the experience.
If that’s true, what a terrifying thing to be an orca: perhaps intelligent enough to understand that something is going horribly wrong, and experiencing a super-human emotional response to that knowledge.
Reply
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